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About This Game

Lost in the abyssal depths of limbo, you are a tortured soul who is trapped between life and death, stuck in a dungeon whose
puzzles will test you as you strive to go into the afterlife.

* Explore an abyssal world set in Limbo.
* Solve a variety of puzzles where your only goal is to kill yourself so you may pass through Limbo.

* Die in gruesome and horrifying ways.
* Discover the secrets of a mysterious ruin.

Obtain 5000 achievements!!!
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text adventures suicide. ghost adventures suicide episode. ghost adventures suicide note. pooh's adventures suicide squad

Basically what the store page says. Nice little point and click, and humorous to boot. If you love the traditional-style point and
click adventures, play this today!. A very fun strategy game. While this game isn't too in-depth I feel this is a positive point. We
focus on conquering the world and not spending an hour on every battle. It is like playing a Total War game auto-resolving every
battle and not having to build anything. As for those people that say you can't do anything but one turn a year, I say move your
darn armies fools. My armies move every turn four times a year. At the start of every year I am buying more armies. Once the
game gets going a bit I have two or three armies going conquering the world. Navies are purchasable too and will attack with
your troops in certain instances as well as fighting other navies. I usually use them for dropping off troops on other continents
and when not doing that bolstering the defenses of my homeland. Recruiting is done at two provinces of your starting areas so
defending these are crucial. I enjoyed this game for what it is and it is fun and not impossible to get all the achievements in a
reasonable time. If you are still not sure if you will like it buy it on sale and try it out.. I played through this game on Android,
and liked it enough that I bought it on Steam as well.

Filled with plot twists that cause feelings of genuine horror and sympathy for the plight of the Haven werewolves, populated by
believable and well-rounded NPCs that have consistent behaviour and motivations, and a vividly detailed, crumbling world,
Werewolves : Haven Rising is, in a word, riveting. Most of the time when I finish a game, I want to take a break, but after
playing it through once, I want to go back into that world and make different choices.

I've often only read physical copies of this kind of fiction, but if everything from Choice of Games is this good, I'll be buying a
lot more from them.. GAME CRASHES, cannot even start the game. Tried the beta version, same thing. Appears this is a
common issue and the Dev is no longer replying on the forums; consumers should not have to spend time troubleshooting just to
get the game to work on a standard PC (that runs dozens of other Steam games just fine). Don't spend your money on this game
unless you want to roll the dice that it won't crash.. This ♥♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ing buns, wtf is this♥♥♥♥♥♥ It wasnt worth the 30
cents.
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I played the demo version of Defense Grid. So, now it's on my wish list. I'm waiting for it to go on sale.
In the mean time, I picked up Defense Zone 2. It's a fun diversion. Nice grafix, and music.
The gameplay is fairly open, and you find out sooner or later, if your stratigies will fail or not.
I am new to this genre, and it is a nice balance of action and relaxation.
I can see where this can be exciting\/ challenging to play for all sorts of people, who no longer have the fast reflexes needed to
win arcade style, scrolling shoot em' ups! Nice Job developers!. The main reason I have for not recommending is that the game
doesn't live up to its potential. The idea/world is one of the most interesting I've seen in a hidden object game, but they failed in
the execution. If you like HOGs, it's decent, but not for full price. I've played many better ones (but I've also seen worse).

Pros:
- Good story, by HOG standards
- Cute robot assistant
- Good for casual playing
- Kittens

Cons:
- The world they created is interesting, but they don't take advantage of that. The story has you entering dreams, but they're all
very short and not nearly as interesting and they could be
- Short, even by HOG standards. Finished in 2 hours, including the bonus story.
- For those who are bothered by grammatical mistakes, there are many and they're annoying.
- Developers don't know the difference between Eastern European countries. Czech people suddenly turn into Russians, and the
KGB is in Prague.
- Some minor plot holes.  For example, you are told you can't bring anything living back from a dream, and then you bring back
a kitten.. A fairly fun citybuilding\/space strategy game with a nifty plot.. Sublime
Excellent
Very Good ✔
Good
Mediocre
Bad
Very Bad. the most difficult game ive played so far.... u must fail a ton and that makes me angry!. A great time killer, had a
blast playing it. A throwback to some older games from the same genre. I hope you'll add new levels in the near future.. This
game has improved my life for the better. Every day, i wake up and play this game with all of my friends and we just have the
bestest of times. I would like to send personal thanks to anyone and everyone who worked on this game and continues to play it!
This game is a gem that me and my friends found one day and we've never looked back at games like "CS:GO" or "Overwatch".
Masked Shooters 2 is the only game for me.
10/10. A while ago I puked on the backyard. I ain't no doctor but I'm pretty sure it was a direct consequence of playing this.. If
you're looking for a game that has the linear progression and difficulty from the late 80's - early 90s, this is it. It's a single
player, learn through attrition type game. Some stages are top view and some are side scroller.

Pro:
It's difficult. I enjoyed that about the game because a lot of what's out there now tends to just hold your hand through
progression without any real threat.

It looks nice. The visuals are nice. It reminds me of Ultratron in color and art style.

Cons:
It's single player. The game does market that and it plays well, but a CO-OP mode would be nice.

Very linear. The only choices you really make are based on which unit you select for each tier. Auto-rockets or sniper? Machine
gun or shot gun?

No story at all. Nothing that gives you a purpose or understanding of what you're fighting or doing. Units don't have names,
enemies don't have names.

In the end, I say it's a good game. 9.99? not really. I'd rather spend 4.99 for it. It's a good casual game to mess around on but it
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needs some specific things to go anywhere.

1- Achievements. Seriously how did this not happen?
2- Name the units and add an almanac with unit & enemy info
3- Stage select. Being able to replay some stages would be nice without starting all over.
4- Endless mode. Time Trials. Leaderboards.
5- Some sort of story.. Very short, dialogue isn't translated very well, and the story could be fleshed out. Was able to get all
outcomes\/achievements in about a half hour. Pick up at $0.99 or less if you'd like to check it out, or just watch YouTube
videos.
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